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About This Game
Blind Boris is a survival horror about a blind person. The character arrives to the hospice and 2 weeks later strange things start
to happen. Staff disappears, terrible sounds are heard outside, exit doors are tightly locked but aggressive visitors enter the
building.
Mechanics:
• The player sees what Boris knows, relying on smell, hearing and memory.
• Resources are limited, and they can be found by smell or specific sounds.
• The opponents are walking around the house, but the player does not know exactly where they are. Attacks are always sudden.
• Boris can defend himself, minimizing the damage.
• The game has a system for creating items from four resources.
• A player can make and use traps. Some will show the enemy for a short time, and some will stun him.
• When the enemy is trapped, he can be attacked directly.
• The main goal of the player is to get out of the house by opening five doors, so player have to explore hospice.
• Boris' memory is not stable and over time he will forget the architecture of the house, which will lead to the changes in
locations.
• Boris takes meds to stabilize memory. Meds save the game.
The game shares the universe with the Line, however playing the Line is not necessary to understand the plot of Blind Boris.
http://store.steampowered.com/app/738760/the_Line/
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Title: Blind Boris
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Marginal act
Publisher:
Marginal act
Release Date: 26 Feb, 2018
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Play this if you broke or can't run PUBG. To be honest I enjoy playing this more than other battle royale games. For those
people who have problems w/ connections, my friends and I usually just either reload our menus or recreate our party. If
Landfall fixes the connections issues, bugs, and up the spawn rate for some stuff, this game would be one of the best battle
royale games on Steam.. Expecting a Summer Sale - Paradox Interactive increased base prices for most if not all their games.
Anything morally and ethically wrong with it?
Vote with your Money.. Written 09\/25\/2014
Technical Notes:
The game has a fairly good core, but is buggy (some bugs are even game stopping, like corrupted saves). In addtion parts of it is
extremely grindy and unfun. It literally took me a day or two to find a single core I was looking for, and I needed 8.
Additionally, some materials are so rare you will spend days looking for them.
Development Notes:
This game is extremely slow on releasing any patches (only one minor bug patch in a year). The community page and forums are
mostly dead and the developer rarely releases any notes on what is going on. In fact it took quite some time for them to inform
the community that they lost a core member of their team, were dropping multiplayer support. All and all the dev is extremely
un-responsive to the community. The dev laid out a 3 stage content plan for the game. Stage 1 is not complete and baised off of
the recent development woes I do not think they will be able to get out a stage 2 or 3.
Closing:
I cannot recommend this game in its current state because it is rarely updated and the dev has terrible communication skills with
their community. I would hold off several years before purchasing to give the dev time refine the game.. Very nicely done route.
Traffic is a bit light, but otherwise lots of details (so it's a tough challenge for your PC). I have no idea of its accuracy to real
life, but it feels and looks good, with plenty to see - nice buildings, space to get speed between stops, and the trees and foliage
trackside are some of the most convincing of any of the routes. Looks like they took their toe on this one. Quite an achievement
for a 2014 product. A must-have of the German routes, and a good pricepoint too (compared to other routes).. 10/10 Would put
controller through monitor again!. The Golden Grin Casino for Payday 2 is a lovely addition to your list of heists.
The heist itself is massive and probably the most dynamic and robust mission yet. Whether you do it loud or quiet, there are
plenty of steps and challenges that await you. Assemble the BFD (Big Friggin' Drill) and cut through the vault with a huge laser,
or use sleeping gas on the guards to quietly earn your Payday. There is TONS of loot you can snatch, equating to about
$4,000,000 in loot bag items if you decide to go after it all on Overkill. You can also just play the slots if you're feeling lucky...
But you'll probably lose.
The gun you earn is the Cavity 9mm. It's a single-shot assault rifle that has massive damage and superb accuracy (100 damage
and 19 accuracy if modded). It might not have a lot of ammo, but it sure as hell packs a massive punch. Pretty good addition to
the assembly of weapons if you ask me. Better than the M308, the only other single shot rifle.
It's Vegas. It's casinos. Your patterns, materials, and masks are all themed that way. Bright vibrant colors, and poker-themed
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items are what you'll get here. They look pretty sweet if you ask me.
Buy it, just do it. This is the biggest heist you've ever encountered in Payday 2, and certainly one of the most fun and rewarding,
much more massive than the Big Bank.
9\/10. Expecting fun mouse minigames like the ones in Mario Paint? Nope, just brutal, sadistic, unfun challenges here. They
even show you getting whipped by a dominatrix after you lose to drive the point home.
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This is another good point and click game. i like this game but a can't take the time to play it anymore :-(. Story is trash. No half
neked anime girls. Played it so you didn't have to.. I've played this as far as possible. I got stuck at "2" and couldn't figure out
the next step.
This game is really weird, like a bad dream. I can't recommend it, since the most fun I had was trying to figure out what to do
with a dead fish.. While this... interactive experience does a good job placing a small part of the Iranian Revolution on display in
an engaging and educational way, it ultimately feels like I got an incomplete product.
Spoiler : The story never even actually gets to the actual 1979 Revolution, and ends rather abruptly, with nearly none of the
ongoing plotlines resolved.
My question is: Where's the rest of it?
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